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 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Harbor Pub & Pizza 

"Pizza Time!"

What better place to eat pizza than Harbor Pub? Judged as 'Best in

Hawaii,' the gourmet pizzas are popular amongst locals and tourists. Apart

from good food, it is the friendly and jovial atmosphere that distinguishes

Harbor Pub from its counterparts. The Harbor Combo, Taco Pizza and

variety of other pizzas await you. You can also try Mexican dishes like

Nacholada and Vegi Nachos. Gulp down chilled beer if the spiced up

dishes are too hot to handle. Good food, good service and interesting

concoctions earn complete loyalty of the guests.

 +1 808 941 0985  www.harborpubhawaii.com/  1765 Ala Moana Boulevard, No.1,

Corner of Hobron Lane and Holomoana

Street, Honolulu HI

 by jeffreyw   

Harpo's Pizza & Pasta 

"Great Pizza To Go"

The Harpo's brand produces a popular chain of salad dressings and

marinades, as well as several restaurant locations. This particular Harpo's

downtown is a terrific pizza parlor that also offers great pasta dishes,

salads, and authentic Italian sandwiches. The portions are quite large. Due

to its downtown location, this take-out spot is always busy during lunch.

The espresso milk shake is probably the best shake of any kind on the

island. Please note, Harpo's is cash-only (though there are several ATMs

nearby).

 +1 808 537 3439  1001 Bishop Street, Honolulu HI

Bar 35 

"Hop Over to the Dark Side"

It's not easy to find this trendy bar, but it is worth the search. As you enter

the cool, dark interior, you feel as if you've been transported to the hip

side of the moon. Gazing over the leather sofas and glass dining sets, the

shelves of beer bottles gain your attention - this place boasts over 100

different beers from all over the world! Celebrate Friday with a Belgian, or

maybe a Thai beer at Bar 35. This place has one of the best happy hours

downtown, with all 12-ounce beers 3USD weekdays from 4p-8p. -Kim

Fujiwara

 +1 808 537 3535  www.bar35hawaii.com/  info@bar35hawaii.com  35 North Hotel Street,

Honolulu HI
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 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Big Kahuna's Pizza 

"A Local Secret"

Once a small, rustic, one-story building dwarfed by large warehouses in an

industrial neighborhood, Big Kahuna Pizzas was hidden in the middle of a

concrete jungle. A lane-widening project led to the demolition of their

original home in the summer of 2007. It is now located in the Airport

Trade Center (which is easier to find) and better than ever thanks to an

expanded menu. In addition to a wide variety of both traditional and

unique pizza toppings and sauces, they offer two absolutely huge

sandwiches. Each one stands about 4-5 inches tall and is 8-9" wide.

Granted, it's mostly a thick circular bun, but it is extremely filling. Pizzas

on the other hand tend to run a little small (for the price) but the flavors

help redeem that slight downside. All in all Da Big Kahuna is not your

usual pizza place. -Rex Davidson

 +1 808 833 5588  bigkahunaspizzahawaii.com/  550 Paiea Street, Airport Trade Center,

Honolulu HI

 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Island Brews & Pizza 

"Beer & Pies at HNL"

Just a few steps from the security checkpoint at the inter-island terminal

at Honolulu International Airport, this casual beer and pizza eatery is a

cool and comfortable place to enjoy a quick beer or a slice of their popular

combo pizza. Island Brews & Pizza is small, but offers solace from the

airport hustle and bustle. The pizza is always fresh and tasty, while the

beer comes in several domestic and island brands. Prices are typical of

airport concessions, so unfortunately, there are no bargains to be had. -

Lottie Tagupa

 300 Rodgers Boulevard, Honolulu HI
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